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$27,700
FINAL OF SIMON C. BISHOP MEMORIAL TO GALION SKIPPER
FOXBORO — Ted Wing may not

have known how much of a horse his
three-year-old colt Galion Skipper
was before the July 2 running of the
Simon C. Bishop Memorial Pace at
Foxboro Raceway. But he knew a lot
more when the race was over.
Wing, sitting sixth at the head of
the stretch, went four-wide with his
young pacing machine and then
blasted past the rest of the 10-horse
field to score a length and a half win
in the $27,700 event featuring the
best that New England had to offer.
The time for the mile was 1:59.2.
The win nearly doubled the 1983
earnings of the son of Meadow
Skipper-Galion Pam by Adios
Senator. Galion Skipper, owned by
Lawrence Kadish of Old Westbury,
N.Y., has now won five straight
races, including sweeping two
qualifying legs and the final of the
Simon C. Bishop, a series that
featured three-year-old colts with
less than $35,000 in lifetime earnings
at time of nomination.

The victory in the Bishop final was
the second in a series of successful
homecoming trips to Foxboro for
Wing, one of the most popular and
successful drivers at the Foxboro
facility in the late 1960s and early
1970s before taking his whip, gloves
and driving expertise to the
Metropolitan New York racing
scene
of The
Meadowlands,
Roosevelt and Yonkers. Wing
returned to Foxboro on June 19 for
“An Evening with the Champions,”
won the driving competition and
collected his 3,000th career win on
that night.
A field of 10 well-tuned colts went
to the gate in the Bishop final. With
Galion Skipper having to score for
the second tier, the early speed in
the race came from Mark Campion
and his Fly Fly Byrd colt, Slippery
When Wet. Coming off a sloppy
start, where at least three horses
found themselves out of step when
the gate opened, Slippery When Wet
took command from the start,
setting a 28 second first quarter.

Slippery When Wet’s only early
challenge came at the three-eighths
pole when Robert Manis attempted
to take Doctor Love out past the rest
of the field and he challenged
Slippery When Wet for the lead.
But Campion held his ground
along the rail and he parked Doctor
Love as the pair streaked past the
half-mile mark in 58 seconds flat.
As the field tightened up going the
last half, Campion’s colt managed to
hold the lead, but was tiring. As the
field reached the top of the long
grueling stretch at Foxboro, Wing,
sitting eighth most of the race,
began to make his move. As the field
widened out coming down the
stretch, Wing went around the rest
of the field and with a final burst in
the final 100 yards, went past the
wire a comfortable legnth and a half
in front. Super Spud, another Kadish
pacer coupled with Galion Skipper in
an entry that went off at 3-5, finished
second while Campion kept Slippery
When Wet together to edge Robby

Hanover for the show position.
The only other horse in the field
thought capable of beating Galion
Skipper, Paul & Denise Lucas’
Disraeli, trained by Diane Hellen
and driven by John Hogan, was
locked into trouble in the confusing
state of affairs as the gate opened
and never was a threat in the race.
Disraeli, one of two Hellen-Hogan
colts in the Bishop final, had won two
of the qualifying heats of the Bishop
on June 17 and 24 and had been
expected to be one of the pacers
going after the big prize of the
Foxboro racing calendar for threeyear-old pacers.
The next major event on the
Foxboro racing schedule is the first
qualifying weekend of the Foxboro
Freshman Pace on July 15. More
than 55 two-year-old pacers were
nominated to the three week series,
setting off speculation that the series
final, scheduled for July 31, could be
the biggest and richest in the history
of the event.
By JOE HARTMANN
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— Finals — Simon Bishop Memorial Pace — Foxboro
— Mass. Sire Stakes — Northampton
— The Dirigo Invitational — $5,000. Scarborough Downs
— Maine Breeders Stakes (Scarborough)
— Maine Breeders Stakes (Scarborough)
— Maine Breeders Stakes (Scarborough)
— Vacationland Pacing Series $2,500 (1st leg) Scarborough Downs
— Maine Breeders Stakes (Scarborough)
— Maine Breeders Stakes (Scarborough)
— Showplace Pacing Series $2,000 (1st leg) Scarborough Downs
— Maine Breeders Stakes (Scarborough)
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Foxboro Freshman Pace (1st leg)
Vacationland Pacing Series $2,500 (2nd leg) Scarborough
Mass. Sire Stakes — Groton
Showplace Pacing Series (2nd leg) $2,000 Scarborough Downs
Foxboro Freshman Pace (2nd leg)
Vacationland Pacing Series (3rd leg) $2,500 Scarborough
Showplace Pacing Series $5,400 (Final) Scarborough
Bangor State Fair opens
Foxboro Freshman Pace Final
Vacationland Pacing Series $4,200 (Final; Scarborough
Mass. Breeders Stakes — Plainville
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FOALS OF THE MONTH
SIRE
APRIL
Holland
Skipper Knox
Skipper Knox
MAY
Miracle’s Fella
Skipper Knox
Skipper Knox
Nevele Pilot
Skipper Glenn
Skipper Glenn
Scotch Banker
JUNE
Computer
Scotch Banker

DAM

SEX

OWNER

Princess Mary Lou
Chinbro Brenda
J.M. Gem

Colt
Filly
Filly

Carolyn &Bill Hughes
Ival Cianchette
Ival Cianchette

Thorpe Along Donut
Touch of Velvet
Mountain Mae
Frisky’s Best
Knight Nancy
Glinka Marvel
DeLeon Cindy

Filly
Colt
Colt
Colt
Colt
Colt
Filly

Rex Ellis
Ival Cianchette
Leroy Carter
Paul Battis
A. Lefebvre &W. Hammond
Bill Thoms
Don Bryant

May Champ
Wingbrooks Dream

Filly
Filly

Douglass Hutchins
Carl Smith

The two week old filly by the late Scotch Banker out of
Wingbrooks Dream is owned by Carl Smith.

FAIR DATES FOR MASS SIRE STAKES
Croton

July 17

Plainville

July 31

Sharlu
Marshfield

September 2
September 12

Spencer
Greenfield

August 14
August 28

New England Sire Stakes

Horse Laffs!

1983 N ew England Sire Stake No. 9
Racing Schedule (Two-Year-Olds)
Track

Event

1. Hinsdale
2. Hinsdale
3. Hinsdale
4. Hinsdale
5. Foxboro
6. Foxboro
7. Scarborough
8. Scarborough
9. R ochester
10. R ochester

trot
pace
trot
pace
trot
pace
trot
pace
trot
pace

Entry Date
July 5
July 5
July 19
July 19
Aug. 13
Aug. 13
Sept. 3
Sept. 3
Sept. 12
Sept. 12

R ace
Date
July 8
July 8
July 22
July 22
Aug. 18
Aug. 18
Sept. 7
Sept. 7
Sept. 15
Sept. 15

Start
F ee
$50
$60
$50
$60
$60
$160
$50
$110
$50
$90

E st.
Purse
$1,900
$3,480
$1,900
$3,480
$3,480
$9,280
$2,400
$6,380
$2,400
$5,220

$50
$70
$50
$70
$70
$180
$50
$140
$50
$100

$2,400
$4,060
$2,400
$4,060
$4,060
$10,440
$2,900
$8,120
$2,900
$5,800

1983 N ew England Sire Stake No. 8
Racing Schedule (Three-Year-Olds)
“What does it mean when a horse is green?"

^

D O N 'T D E L A Y ...
SU B SC R IB E TODAY!

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
(P le a se Circle Proper Categories}

PATRON OWNER TRAINER DRIVER GROOM OFFICIAL
JULY THRU DECEMBER ONLY (no back copies) For those interested in the
standardbred sport in New England. This is your opportunity to be informed about
harness racing (Please enclose check).
NEW SUBSCRIBERS $4.00
Name

1. Hinsdale
2. Hinsdale
3. Hinsdale
4. Hinsdale
5. Foxboro
6. Foxboro
7. Scarborough
8. Scarborough
9. R ochester
10. R ocheste

trot
pace
trot
pace
trot
pace
trot
pace
trot
pace

July 6
July 6
July 20
July 20
Aug. 14
Aug. 14
Sept. 4
Sept. 4
Sept. 13
Sept. 13

July 9
July 9
July 23
July 23
Aug. 19
Aug. 19
Sept. 8
Sept. 8
Sept. 16
Sept. 16

The m anagem ent and horsem ens’ associations at the participating
tracks have been cooperative and generous in providing purses for
the final year of the N ew England Sire Stakes. Cooperation is a twoway street, so lets show our appeciation by filling the entry box for
each of these events. It’s important that as many of these races as
possible are carded as pari-mutuel (betting) events. This won’t
happen unless you enter your horse.

.Date

BOOKS WANTED
Address____
.Zip.

Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072. Tel. 207-282-9295.

Collector wants trotting horse books, U.S.T.A. Sires and Dams, U.S.T.A. yearbooks (old)
Wallace yearbooks and registers, any histories, old Christmas issues etc. — some
duplicates for sale or trade.

Contact: Fred Rinker
y

1168 Kaladar Dr.
d ll

London, Ontario, N5V2R5
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A Great First Year At Stud For The Promising

REBEL BRET p.2, 2:04.1 — 3, 2:00.2 — T.T. 1:57.3
In 1983, His Sire BRET HANOVER p .2 ,1:57.2 — 4, T.T. 1:53.3 (Adios - Brenna Hanover) maintains the title
of “Leading Broodmare Sire of two and three-year-olds,” his dam, PROPELLER p« 2, 2:01.4 — 4,2:00.1
(Meadow Skipper - Poplar Karen) continues to produce quality racing stock for Lana Lobell Farm
— her additional breeding record to date:
PEARSON LOBELL p. l:59.3f-’82 (Nansemond)
FAST FORWARD p. l:59.3h-’83 (Nansemond)
PARAMIJS LOBELL p. (Race-Timed) 2:02.1h-’83 (Thorpe Hanover)
PIPER LOBELL p. 2,2:04.1-’83 (Flying Bret) continues to lower his mark
with each start for trainer, Frank O’Mara.
Over thirty mares have been bred to REBEL BRET in 1983, and he recently welcomed to his court
Maine’s former “Filly of the Year” and Bangor track-record holder...

REBECCA JEAN

P. 2:00.3h
(Mountain Skipper-Midamy)

Rebecca Jean and Walter Case Jr. set a new track record of 2:01.3 at Bangor Raceway in 1981.

THE DUPUIS FARM
would like to take this opportunity to thank one and all for the great response that has prompted the return of
REBEL BRET in 1984. The manager and staff look forward to serving you in the future. This stallion will be
available for inspection throughout the summer. Please call for an appointment and directions. All foals of
registered mares eligible for New England Sulky Championships and Maine Standardbred Breeders Stakes.

LYNN MARIE SMITH, Farm Manager
116 Buxton Rd., Saco, Maine 04072

Tel. 207-284-4726
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PHILIP A. PINES, DIRECTOR

I don’t remember much about the
races. They weren’t as important as
just Being There. And how you GOT
to the races was even more im
portant. You sneaked in!
This was a long time ago. When
bread remained ten cents a loaf. And
the milkman delivered glass quart
bottles to your door early every
morning.
A
trotter
named

Greyhound had won the 1935
Hambletonian Stake at Goshen’s
Good Time Park. Now it was three
years later and the big gray had
come to Goshen once again — this
time to Historic Track where Sep
Palin would go for a half mile track
record.
Babe Ruth used to visit Orange
County in those days, too, usually
staying at the American Hotel in
Chester to go hunting during the
autumn. In my mind the Babe and
Greyhound were the two big sports
heroes of their day and, naturally, it
was necessary to get their
autographs. And since Greyhound
found it difficult to write his name,
his trainer-driver Sep Palin, and his
caretaker Jimmy Wingfield signed
their names in my autograph book.
Still got them.
To reach these men, there used to
be a hole under a high wooden fence
behind the grandstand at Historic,
worn smooth and deep by so many
kids crawling through it. Track
management never filled in the hole
— not because they didn’t know it
was there — but rather: how could a
kid sneak into the races if there
wasn’t a hole under the fence.

Mitch Bundrant, a number of couldn’t squeeze through you were
years earlier, did the same thing to too big to be sneaking in the races.
see the races at the half mile track in Immortals of the sport — men like
Monroe, New York, just a few miles’ Fred Egan, Ben White, Tom Berry,
jog from Goshen. Mitch — who later Walter Cox, Sep Palin — were
became the prominent oral surgeon familiar figures about Goshen in
and dentist Dr. T. Mitchell Bundrant those years. They roomed at private
returning year after year
— told me he used to climb OYER homes,
during
race
times. And they were
the high fence that surrounded his
with not only respect but a
track. Never had any problems regarded
deal of awe. They represented
because once you were in, you were great
“The world out there” — a world
home-free. However, one day when where
none of us little kids had ever
sneaking in, he reached the top of been and
so we admired them not
the fence from the outside, swung only
for
their
heroic sporting deeds
his body over to the inside of the but for their worldliness,
Walter
fence and dropped to the ground — Cox lived in Goshen, histoo.
backyard
landing between two state troopers. emptying out on Historic Track’s
They pulled their hats down over first turn. When he returned home,
their faces to hide their laughter following his triumph in the 1929
while Mitch got up and sprinted Hambletonian (he had trained the
away.
first four finishers) the whole town,
Goshen’s Good Time Park also it seemed, turned out to welcome
had a hole under its fence during the him. A few years later, as kids, we’d
years the Grand Circuit came to hang around his barn at Good Time
town. It was located to the right of Park, never saying anything, just
the main entrance and no one listening to what the horsemen had
seemed to notice the little bodies to say. And although there may not
that slipped through the opening day have been racing at the time and the
after day. It was a space just big gate was wide open, we’d crawl
enough to allow an eleven year old to under the fence to get in the track.
crawl down, under and up. If you Just to keep in practice.

FOR SALE: Yearling Stud Colts

B y The Sensational 100% Sire...

SUNDANCE SKIPPER
(Meadow Skipper

—

P.2 , 1. 57 . 3 - 3 , i-.56h
Waydear Hanover) 1983 Stud Fee: $4500.

A t tw o9 was second in heat o f M eadowlands
p a ce9 th ird in Geers Stake. A t 3, w inner o f
B attle o f Saratoga. This stallion's on ly test
breeding in 19 8 1 p ro d u c e d DANCE W IT H
ME H E N R Y p .2 , 2 :0 0 .3 h . In 1 9 8 2 his on ly
tw o -yea r-o ld was CO UNTRY GAMBLER p .2 9
l:5 7 f. In 1 9 8 3 the statistics continue to be
trem en dou sly im pressive; continuing w ith
CARLS BIRD p .2 9 2 :0 0 .2 (N ation al season's
****************************************

SKIPPERS

black colt
born M ay 1 2 9 1 9 8 2 is also the fir s t fo a l fro m
the m are9 OUT A THE BLUE p*39 2:1 l h who is
by the G ood Tim e stallion 9 R ivaltim e. The se
cond dam is A n oth er Surprise (W id o w er
Creed — F irst S u rprise) who has p ro d u c e d
O lym pic H onor p . 2:03; Run o f Luck p . 2 :0 5
and C elebrate p . 2 :0 6 who is the dam o f
C elebrate's Jew el p .3 9 1 :5 8 .3 — Say It Again
p .2 9 2 :0 0 .2 ('8 2 ) and C elebrate's H it p .2 9
2 :0 3 ( '8 3 ) m ost d e fin itely another M eadow
S k ip p er influence.
These two Sundance S k ip p er yearlings are
eligible to the N ew York Sire Stakes9 A dios
Stake9 Cane P ace9 D ancer M em orial9 F reehold
S ta k e 9 H a n o ver /H e m p t9 F re e sta te S ta k e 9
H istoric Series9 L andm ark Stake and M iller
M em orial.
,

reco rd ) — COUNTRY FIESTA p .2 9 2:02.
S U N D A N C E F R A N K p . 2 9 2 : 0 4 . 2h
L E A T H E R ST O C K IN G S p . 2 9 2 :0 6 .4
SUNDANCE B A Y p. 2 2 :0 6 — and m or
TINKERS L A D Y J. p .2 9 2 : 0 8 .lh . It tah
special kin d o f sire to p ro d u ce one record
fo rm er a fter another! H is stock fo r '84
u n believable p o te n tia l and includes these
yearlings fro m the fo llo w in g dam s:
. * * * ★ * * * * ★ * * * * * * * ★ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SUNNY

T
E
N
O
S
, chestnut

co lt born
A p ril 1 5 9 1 9 8 2 is the f ir s t fo a l ou t o f the t
SONNET MARIA p .3 9 2 :0 8 .3h who is b
Shadow Wave stallion 9 B erry H ill. The se
dam is Saratoga Sonnet (B ye B ye Byr
A dios Connie) who has p ro d u c e d Sonnet
p . 1 :5 9 .1 ; Frankie's N ero p . 1:57.4;
Sonney p . 2 :0 2 .2 and O il Tug a $ 3 0
yearlin g in '82 who recen tly won in 2:05,
a h a lf m ile track f o r trainer B ib R obert
These colts are h ealth y9 w ell d evelo p e
dividu als who have e n jo y e d the b en ef
Tizw hiz9 q u a lity hay and a run -in shed i
w ater is rea d ily available. They have
p r o p e r care; including w orm ing9 trim
and all necessary shots. I f you are inter
please call 2 0 7 -2 8 2 -9 2 9 5 .
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Th o m p s o n

the Bangor
The northern Maine harness A new faceis onJeffrey
Dpw
racing season got off to a fine start backstretch
(Madison).
Jeff,
an
avid
harness
fan
June 10 as Bangor Raceway patrons
wagered $92,461 on the opening night for some years, recently purchased
an interest in his first standardbred.
card. The opening night winners — Jeff’s
brother Bob is a local
over pace ($1,500) was won by the television
sports announcer who did
Donald Roy (Norway) owned Mike’s a very capable
job announcing
Spirit in 2:03.1 with Doug Gray up. several
races
at
Bangor
last year.
Local trainer-driver Russ Lanpher Bob is also spending time
on the
(Orland),
with
the
capable backstretch as he practices for
assistance of his wife Jennie, picked upcoming media race. Rumor hasthe
it
up where he left off last season when that
defending
media
race
winner
he was second leading dash winner
Ward (Bangor Daily News) is
of Bangor. Russ’s good trotter, Ken
worried
about a possible upset.
Beechwind’s
Thunder,
has
Ken has been reflecting on
dominated the best trotters on the Perhaps
Berry’s Pompano experience.
grounds winning in 2:06.4 in his John
more people become involved
second start of the year. If Race in As
the
standardbred sport, allocation
Secretary Tom Kiley can attract of available
space becomes a
some competition for this out problem for stall
track
management.
standing trotter, the track trotting
mark could fall this year. An in Several horsemen were unhappy
vitational pace ($2,500) on June 25, with the stall situation at Bangor,
billed as the “Track Record At feeling they should be given priority
tack,” fell almost two second short over several Canadian stables that
as the Walter Reed, Jr. (Fort were given stalls this year.
Fairfield) owned Press Time Collins Aggravating the situation in the
could manage only a 2:03.2 clocking minds of some horsemen was the
after a misstep in the first turn cost fact that stalls were given to ownerthis four year old son of Precious trainer David Miller who was kicked
Fella several lengths on the field. An out of Scarborough Downs because
impressive performance, never of alleged “inconsistent per
theless, which was enjoyed by formance.”
Almost a year ago, after a race at
racing fans.
Bangor
Raceway the track judges
Of the many fine young horses on
suspended leading driver Robert
the grounds, several that seem to Sumner’s
license for ten days due to
possess a lot of potential include:
of effort. The Maine Harness
ALM (Air Cadet — Sumac’s Sister) lack
Racing Commission affirmed the
owned by Ashel and Leroy Mac decision
the track judges and
Donald, Kilkerran Vale (Miracle increased of the
suspension period
Chip — Libbie Time Riggs) owned
ten to twenty days. On appeal
by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Poley, from
Bert’s E. J. (Wh. Suffolk — Maggie’s to the Superior Court, the Com
mission’s decision was upheld.
Sister) owned by Bert Simpson, Will Justice
Morton Brody in his Order
of Iron (Raven Hanover — Miss
Jay 24,1983, found “the record
Leah’s Time) owned by Jeff Dow dated
shows that the petitioner
and Mike Tremblay, and Chinbro amply
(Sumner) was holding back his
Nic O Time (Time Clock — Nicky horse,
sacrificing his own position in
Mac) owned by Ival Cianchette.
the
race
in an attempt to block
Another impressive colt is the three another contestant
(Mountain Jay
year old Big League Star — Frost
and
Wade
Canney).”
Sumner’s
Star. This Bruce McGhee owned
youngster won in 2:06.4 parked claim that Commissioner George
every step of the mile from the eight McHale should have disqualified
himself, pursuant to the Maine
hole.

Administrative procedures Art,
because of bias caused in part by the
fact that McHale had viewed the
race in his capacity as a race of
ficial, was rejected by the Court.
The Court found no evidence of bias
in light of McHale’s statement that
he did not discuss the subject race
with anyone prior to the MHRC
hearing and that his decision rested
solely on the testimony and the video
tapes of the race which was viewed
at the MHRC hearing.
Our hat is off again to the out
standing free-for-all pacer My Bill
Forwood who made his first
parimutual
start
at
Bangor
Raceway as a two year old. As
everyone knows by now, “Bill” won
the George Morton Levy final at
Roosevelt Raceway in 1:56.4.
Owners Dr. Alroy and Eastlyn
Chow, who were in New York to see
the race, say “Bill” will take a mid
summer rest before returning to the
track this fall. While plans are not
definite, Dr. Chow indicates that
“ Bill” may race on the West Coast
and/or in western Canada this fall.
We sure hope that by Bill Forwood
will race again in Maine before he
retires.
Race Secretary Doug Thompson
(Houlton) reports that there will be
a ten dash card on top for opening
night funds at Connell Park in
Woodstock, New Brunswick. Three
divisions of the Atlantic Sire Stakes
for two year old pacers will highlight
the opening card. Racing will con
tinue every Friday night until Old
Home Week scheduled for the first
week of August. Racing in northern
Maine will then move to Presque
Isle for northern Maine Fair week
before concluding at the Skowhegan
Fair.
Television viewers in the Bangor
area should note that “At the Gate”
produced by Tony Aliberti and crew
can now be seen on Cable Channel 12
on Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. Also, be
watching for ESPN’s Coverage of
the 1983 Hambletonian on August 6.
It’s almost as good as being there.
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Maine Colts Headlined
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Horses with Maine connections
thundered through racing during
June. First at Vernon’s Grand
Circuit event, the Hanover Hampt
stake Mountain Fella, a Precious
Fella son of Sue Butler, bred and
raised by the Mountain Farms, took
home division honors. Later in the
month he finished a close up second
in a top New York Sires Stakes event
at Yonkers.
Empire Larry finished second at
Vernon, then he invaded the Big
Apple. Larry paced evenly at The
Meadowlands but on the half mile
track outgunned Fortune Teller in a
Yonkers Invitational, but un
fortunately Ralph Hanover was the
colt to catch in the Messenger,
Empire Larry finished fifth.
My Bill Forwood was more for
tunate. In the George Morton Levy
final at Roosevelt Raceway he faced
the cream of America’s Free For All
pacers.
After a slow opening quarter Bill
roared past the field covering the
final half in little more than 57
seconds with the final panel of
ficially timed in 28 seconds. The mile
was etched in 1:56.4 and Dr. Alroy
Chow was beaming in the winner’s
circle one more time. “Bill just
seems to get stronger each year,”
Chow said. “I call him my steel
pacer, he started 35 times last year
and already has 22 starts this year.”
Bill is rapidly working his way up
the top money list. His bankroll now
exceeds $600,000, and Chow hopes to
pass $1,000,000 in purses before he
retires his pacing printing press.
Ironically, until that win, the
highest recent purse has been a
mere $40,000 so Bill’s total bankroll
is all the more remarkable.
Whether its Sire Stake, Grand
Circuit or Free For All events,
Maine connected horses continue to
contribute on a grand scale.

You’re on the right track for

E X C IT IN G

HARNESS
RACING!
Daily Doubles-'Super P'-Quinlelas-Exactas

-PO ST TIME-

Weds. thru Sats. 7:30 pm
Suns. 4.-00 pm

BANGOR RACEWAY

Bass Park

Horn* of BANGOR S T A T E FAIR
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Ralph Who?

ON THE RAIL »"»"«»
Well, he’s on his way. He’s taken named Ralph before) had a pretty
the first step. And if he can do what good two year old season. Won seven
he did at Roosevelt Raceway on out of a dozen races for earnings of
Saturday night in mid-June, Ralph $116,881 which is no big deal in
purse
Hanover could go on to wear the today’s through-the-roof
pacing world’s triple crown before structures. But you’ve got to know
that Ralph was sick much of the
the end of the 1983 racing season.
time. He had throat infections, lung
Who’s Ralph Hanover?
infections, a virus that ballooned his
Lots of people asked that same lungs. He was never really well and
question last year when Ralph was didn’t start feeling like anything
only two. But what a two-year-old he until the cool days of September
turned out to be! At Lexington he That’s when he clipped off that
stopped the clock at 1:54.1 after an 1:54.1 Lexington mile and the “Who
elimination heat timed in 1:55.1, two the Hell is Ralph Hanover” T-shirts
super miles that no one had ex were stripped off. (It was getting too
pected. People stopped wearing the chilly for T-shirts anyway.)
“Who the hell is Ralph Hanover ”T- There was a large turn-out for The
shirts and started removing bumper Messenger.
Because
it
was
stickers with the same thing on scheduled earlier in the season than
them. That 1:55.1 so excited driver usual, 27 pacers were kept eligible to
Ron Waples that he threw his new start. Track officials split ’em up
$25 whip to the infield when he saw into three elimination heats, each
the time flashed on the board. “Lost worth $75,801. The top three
my head for a moment,” he said.
finishers in each division came back
Ron Waples is high on Ralph for the final, worth $151,602. Ralph
Hanover. “I think he’s got Hanover was in the last one, taking
everything a good horse needs — the lead immediately, never letting
gait, manners and speed. Even the go. In the final, the race strategy
first time I drove him, I told my was different. Waples tucked Ralph
owners, ‘kind of like this dude. He’s in third position while Kawartha
such a smooth gaited thing he’s Robust set the pace and Flying Rich
going to get it all together some was doing just that on the outside.
day.’ But he’s kind of lazy. Whatever “ Ralph win it,” as horsemen are
you ask for he gives you but you’ve prone to say. And if he can win the
got to ask him for it.”
next two biggies — the Cane Pace at
Ralph Hanover is like so many Yonkers Raceway on August 20, and
good harness horses; doesn’t get the Little Brown Jug in Delaware,
excited about anything or anybody. Ohio, on September 22, Ralph will
He hangs loose. And whatever it have been only the seventh pacer in
takes to win a race — that’s what the history of the triple crown to
Ron Waples asks for from Ralph. have taken home all the bacon.
But that’s the way it is with most The Meadow Skipper colt, pur
good horsemen, too. Go only fast chased at the Harrisburg sales in
enough to win.
1981 for $58,000, has three owners:
It took a little extra zip to win the the Waples Stable, Inc., the Poinfirst leg of the triple crown — the setta Stable (Stew Firlotte, the
Messenger Stake — at Roosevelt on horse’s trainer, and Ontarians Dale
June 18. Ralph Hanover won it in Baker and Dave Henderson) and the
record time, shaving three-fifths of a Grants Direct Stable of Toronto.
second off the previous record They all know the road to the Triple
holder, Cam Fella, who paced it in Crown is strewn with dashed hopes
1:57.3 a year ago.
and dashing pacers. Says Stew:
“He could have gone faster,” said “There’s a lot of horses that can
Waples after all the cheering- had pace alot, :56 or faster, plus
subsided. “He’s like me, kind of whatever untried things show up.”
lazy. He doesn’t want to go any more One thing’s for certain. Nobody’ll
than he has to.”
be asking “Who the hell is Ralph
Ralph (I’ve never known a horse Hanover.”

MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS
1983 STAKES SCHEDULE
Track:

2 y.o. Trot

3 y.o. Trot

3 y.o. Filly Pace

2 y.o. Colt Pace

2 y.o. Filly Pace

3 y.o. Colt Pace

Wed. 6

Thurs. 7

Fri. 8

Wed. 13

Thurs. 14

Fri. 15

SCAR. DNS.
July
BANGOR
July
SK0WHEGAN
(Extended)
August

Wed. 20

Thurs. 21

Fri. 22

Wed. 27

Thurs. 28

Fri. 29

Wed. 3

Thurs. 4

Fri. 5

NORTHERN
ME. FAIR
-

August
SKOWHEGAN
August

Wed. 17

SCAR. DNS.
August

Wed. 24

2 y.o. Trot

3 y.o. Trot

2 y.o. Colt Pace

3 y.o. Colt Pace

2 y.o. Filly Pace

3 y.o. Filly Pace

Thurs. 11

Fri. 12

Thurs. 18

Fri. 19

Thurs. 24

Fri. 26

s

WINDSOR
Aug/Sept.

Tues. 30

Wed. 31

Thurs. 1

FARMINGTON
September

Tues. 20

Wed. 21

Thurs. 22

CUMBERLAND
September

Tues. 27

Wed. 28

Thurs. 29

FRYEBURG
October

Tues. 4

Wed. 5

Thurs. 6

LEWISTON
October

Wed. 12

Fri. 14

Sat. 15

Fri. 21

Sat. 22

FINALS
LEWISTON
October

Wed. 19

“ C o m e O n e, C o m e A ll!
F o llo w T h e M a in e C ir c u it F o r
J u v e n ile S ta k e s R a c in g in 1 9 8 3 ! "
Ralph Hanover (Meadow Skipper — Ravina Hanover) wins Messenger in 1:57 for
drivef/trainer Ron Whplefs/ ‘
v **#VK>;' * * * * * * * >*<* ****** '--••* **» * v
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By ROBERT LOWELL
Two members of the Harness Hall as a groom with Vic Fleming.” He
of Fame, Bill Haughton and Stan commented, “Del Miller just
Dancer, are preparing entries for recently sent me a picture of it. I
the Hambletonian next month at the went out there, but I couldn’t find it;
Meadowlands.
however, Del said he did...”
Dancer qualified his three-year- Referring to Fleming, Haughton
old eligible Dancer’s Crown in 1:58 said, “He could out drive (Doc)
and came back winning in the Parshall and the others.” Gesturing
Historic Cup at the Meadowlands in with his whip and hands, Haughton
1:57 3/5 in his first start. Dancer demonstrated
the
technique
says, “He’s a perfect horse. He Fleming had “to keep horses alive.”
drives well and he’s good man Haughton, who drove his first race
at Vernon Fair in 1941, commented,
nered.”
Haughton’s top entry is T.V. “ I’ve got Vic Fleming’s colors —
Yankee who last season trotted the green and white...”
fastest mile ever for a two-year-old Dancer,
despite
reoccuring
at Lexington in 1:56 flat. With two physical problems, looked well and
other possible starters in the historic still had the sparkle in his eyes. The
classic, Haughton comments, “I physical problems stem from a “bad
also have Keystone Edmunds as wreck at Yonkers.” He recalled,
eligible. He started four times last “ Five horses ran over me.”
season and earned $100,000.”
Dancer and Haughton were in Dancer, who commenced driving
Maine June 19th as participants in a in 1945, responding to questions said,
celebrity event at Scarboro Downs. “ I won my first race with David Guy
Dancer last drove in Maine in 1957 D. at Freehold.” He noted, “You
when he catch-drove
Duane don’t forget those things.”
Hanover for Haughton and lowered Dancer’s son Ronnie is a harness
the track record at Gorham horse driver as well and works for
Raceway defeating Dale Frost.
his dad. Dancer, who is planning to
Dancer recalls, “We went two race “ten or twelve” on the Grand
heats,” and Haughton adds, “That Circuit, got his start in racing from
horse was being trained by Stanley being in the 4-H.
when I bought him.”
Haughton has started 10 two-yearHaughton, who has won the olds winning with four and captured
Hambletonian four times, last six divisions of the Historic Cup.
season watched his son Tommy win In a sometimes plastic at
the classic with Speed Bowl. Dancer mosphere surrounding the world of
has won the classic three times and harness racing, Haughton and
also had Egyptian Candor who won Dancer are from the grassroots.
it with catch-driver Del Cameron.
There is no synthetic facade with
Haughton reflects, “I grew up 36 this pair; they are real. Just as an
miles from Saratoga and wanted to aurora illuminates the night, the
be a jockey, but I grew too big.” As a class of these men shine through.
youngster, he did ride several While success is measured by the
thoroughbred races.
yardstick of purse money and trips
He continued, “I worked as a to victory lane, greatness is
groom for Charlie Morrill, Jimmy characterized by humility. Bill
Morrill’s dad, and also for Billy Haughton and Stan Dancer, two of
Muckle. Haughton says that he the greats, came here to share
never drove a race at Old Orchard, Father’s Day with us.
but
remembered
it
well. Using whatever literary license
Diagramming the kite-shape track that we may merit, let us close by
in the gravel of the paddock floor, borrowing Stan Dancer’s quote:
Haughton says, “I was there in 1940 “You don’t forget those things."

In a rare Maine appearance Stanley Dancer pleases patrons by signing autographs
between races of the Annual Championship competition at Scarborough Downs on
Fathers Day.

Broodmare Of The Month
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Walter Davis rarely misses a big being the most successful breeders
Maine race. His silver hair and from Maine. They already had Jan
welcome smile are apparent all Butler entrenched as perhaps the
along the circuit. Davis has suffered most successful mare in the Pine
the highs and lows of racing as have Tree State. It was natural they
most Aroostook farmers. Now he would appreciate the potential of
has time to reflect on the impact he Sue Butler. They promptly sent Sue
has made on racing, not only in Butler to Precious Fella, and the
Maine but in New York as well. resulting foal was aptly named
Ironically as his racing stable Mountain Fella. Last year he made
narrows to a horse or two an Adios more than $100,000, but that could be
Butler mare bred a dozen years ago the prologue of a much more
is proving his foresight at the lucretive three-year-old campaign.
Mountain Fella is a New York sired
highest levels of the sport.
But the story really begins 30 or horse and as such eligible to
more years ago. Only a Maine numerous stakes opportunities. He
breeder would see promise in is already a winner along the grand
Marcia Clegg. The daughter of circuit, taking a division of the
Abner T. Clegg did earn a trot mark Hanover-Hempt stake at Vernon.
of 2:12, but had precious little else to The Adios Butler connection has
offer. But when Davis raised her been a profitable one for Davis and
colts, she produced one winner after others. But long term, the benefits to
another. Over the course of her 15 the breed are incalculable. As a new
year
productive
career
she generation emerges, Davis and
delivered long lasting Gary’s Pal, Lefty Graves, master of The
W.D.D. (identifying the breeder), Mountain Farms, have preserved
Peter Win from the cover of Win genetic connections major farms
now, Jill Butler, the very fast Gregg continually overlook. Now as
Butler, Susy Butler, W.D. Butler, Mountain Fella beats the high priced
and Sue Butler, all from the Ohio colts, they must pay for their narrow
scope, and short term goals.
legend — Adios Butler.
Each of the fillies became Without Marcia Clegg and Sue
producers, so it was no surprise Butler, there would be no Mountain
there was a ready market for Sue Fella. Without silver-haired Walter
Davis and his confidence, a
Butler when Davis went looking.
Mountain Farms of Mars Hill is maternal family would have
rapidly developing the reputation of withered and expired.

At The Gate
Area
Lewiston

Catello Manzi, in a successful venture from the Meadowlands, captured the Third
Annual Driver’s Championship at Scarborough Downs recently. Presenting the
trophy is Leigh Blodgett Director of Promotions. Others participating in the seven
race series: John Hogan, Billy Haughton, Don Richards, Walter Case Jr., Stanley
Dancer, Leigh Fitch, Jim Doherty, Ted Wing, Freeman Parker and Paul Battis.

Maine Harness Racing
Channel
Cable 13

Time
Tuesday 7:30
Friday 5:30
Portland
Cable 4
Friday 7:00
Westbrook
Cable 12
Call
Bangor
Cable 12
Thursday 7:30
Brunswick
Cable 13
Thursday 7:30
Augusta
Cable 3
Monday 6:30
Presque Isle
Cable
Call
If you want “At The Gate” in your local system convince them locally to air the
show. “At The Gate” will send one tape a week on a rotating basis to regional
cable systems. Each system airs the segments according to local demand. We are
working to add Westbrook and possibly Rochester to the growing list of outlet
s t a t i o n s . ___________________________ ‘_______ ' ’ ' '
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Top Miles At Scarborough

By

lloyd f

. jo h n so n

Richards Colts Ready

By a n t h o n y j . a l i b e r t i

The State of Maine harness-racing represents an increase of some
season swung into high-gear over $500,000 over a similar period during
the Fourth of July holiday weekend, the 1982-campaign. From the hor
with super-fast racing, and a steady semens viewpoint the purses paid
Mutuel Handle adding to the current amounts to $670,965, with the Maine
success-story
at
Scarborough Harness Horseman’s Association
receiving another $14,326. The total
Downs.
On the raceway the action was attendance reads 104,971, with the
topped by the $5,000 Dirigo Pace, State of Maine’s-takeout amounting
which went to Robert and Pauline to $318,376.
Webb’s ageless-veteran Cheviot. In Returning to the racing scene for
one of the most competitive In just a moment, a pair of outstanding
vitational races ever held at the young-pacers have emerged as
future Invitational stars, with each
Downs, it was the aging 10-year old providing Track-Record efforts over
charging along the outside of the the holiday-weekend.
field, while getting up right on the The most impressive youngster at
wire for the 1:59.1 victory.
the present time has to be the Roger
The early fractions were provided Bourgoin-Paul Cote-owned Most
by Senior Classic Winner Farbro Happy Rod, who has smashed the
Mike, who took the field past the Downs Two-Year old Colt Record in
quarter in 29.1, and over to the half each of his last four starts, lowering
in a swift 59-seconds-flat. Past the that standard to 2:02.3 on Sunday
five-eighths marker the field began afternoon. With A1 Grenier in the Don Richards and Centre Ice who finished third recently in 2:02.2 at Roosevelt
to tighten up behind the leader, with sulky, his latest score came over a Raceway and appears to be well on his way to great accomplishments.

Cheviot, winner of $6,000 Governor’s Pace returned to capture the Dirigo Pace in
1:59.1 for owners Robert and Pauline Webb. Scarborough Race Secretary,
Richard Kane presents the trophy to youthful driver Bruce Ranger.

Wild Bill Pace winner Jovial Fella
first to move alongside the pace
setter. Off three-quarters in 1:29, the
stage was set for a rousing photo
finish battle to the re. Between the
poles Jovial Fella got to the lead, but
was unable to withstand the bold late
brush of Cheviot^, and driver Bruce
Ranger.
The remainder of the outstanding
field, in order of finish, were Jovial
Fella, The Andover Story, Cambro
Time, Farbo Mike, Ryal Eagle, and
Luck’s Lazy Lady. Cheviot now joins
former Dirigo Pace winners The
Andover Story (1:59.4), and Big
Hugh (2:00.1) in the Scarborough
Downs record books. His 1:59.1 mile
also equaled the Track Record for
Aged Pacing Geldings, a mark
which was originally set by Willard
Carr and Clipper’s Seelster on
September 24,1982.
The Downs Mutuel Machines
received a busy workout over the
four-program holiday weekend, with
a total Handle of $650,086. The top
Handle occurred on Saturday night,
when the play reached $180,302 on
the 14-race program.
The current season continues to be
a record-breaker, with the total
Mutuel Handle reaching $6,951,462
through the first 58-programs. That

Lives are often divided into neat merely a matter of time. Next up
stages. If so, Don Richards is on the will follow Me Mischief, Jiffy Sable,
brink of resounding success as a Semafore and perhaps Silk Hat
developer of colts. For years Harry. They all came to Maine as
Richards along with Freeman mid-to-high priced colts with owners
Parker was the bedrock teamster ready to pay stakes to the limit. Now
from Maine. Then he took on fewer early in the Summer it is clear most
catch drives and concentrated as if not all will race, and both Centre
trainer. But now he has taken more Ice and Ata Whata Sam will be
and more outside colts, expensive contenders in the coming stakes
ones, and proven he could match events with six figure purses,
records of more famous trainers If Don Richards is right and these
who travel South.
colts race as well as they have
A year ago Richards got four of trained, the line forming to send
five colts to the races. This year he colts to Maine will stretch to the
broke ten and perhaps eight will state border. Everyone is looking to
race as two-year-olds. N a t i o n a l l y , beat the odds with young horses, and
fewer than 25 percent of the two year they will pay any price to the man
olds earn marks, so Don Richards who can deliver regularly,
must be doing something right.
Richards has no secrets. He has
Last year he developed Super high expectations of colts, and is a
Spud a stakes winner, and h e l p e d demanding trainer, but he is quick to
Phantom Racer, as well as earning recognize the individuals in his care,
marks for Don’s Skipper, and Feisty and makes adjustments as needed.
Fella. He developed some nice In the spring it all takes shape,
horses, but this year the crop may and they begin to show quarters and
include some exceptional ones.
halfs. It is then that he separates the
Ata Whata Sam, given a new name racehorses from those who will
by now, has already toured Yonkers merely race.
track better than 2:07, the right way, If success comes this year, all the
and Centre Ice, a Jade Prince im- glory will go to drivers and trainers
pressive, broke his maiden in 2:06 South of New England, but next fall
and change at Scarborough. He has after the yearling sales, the colt
been shipped South as well. These population
at
Cumberland
colts are followed by Defer to Me, a fairgrounds will swell. Men who
son of Happy Motoring, and Maine willingly parted with hundreds of
Baron, a Whata Baron colt owned in thousands of dollars will entrust
part by Senator Tom Perkins. They their investment to Don Richards,
are at the track, and etching wins is developer of colts.

solid field of older horses, labeling
the son of Ricci Reenie’s Best as a
sure-fire star of the future within the
world of the harness horse.
Also entering the record books
over the weekend was the Richard
Weeman-Roland Cole owned Maine
Mariner, who looked like a Calder
Cup finalist while stopping the
Teletimer in 2:01.4 for driver Dennis
May. Making his final start before
the upcoming Maine StandardBred
Breeders Stakes program, the son of
Skipper Glenn withstood three
different challenges, while hanging
on right to the wire as he equaled
Spirit Special’s Track Record for
Three-Year Old Gelded Pacers, a
record w'hich has stood since August
8,1980.
The Downs current-season con
tinues through September 24, with
the Tuesday through Saturday night
cards getting underway at 7:30 p.m.,
and the always popular Sundayafternoon sessions starting promp
tly at 1:30 p.m.
Stakes-racing activity will be
featured during the upcoming
weeks, with the opening of the 1983
Maine-Stakes program in early
July, and the start of the
Vacationland Series (July 10th) and Don Richards and Silk Hat Harry at Cumberland Raceway preparing for the fast
the Showplaqe.Series, on July 14fh.
miles that lie ahead.
*
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MAINE YEARLING SALE STATISTICS
$96,630
1982 Total Maine Stakes Purses Paid All 2 Yr. Olds

$34,893
1982 Total Maine Stakes
Purses Paid To 2 Yr. Olds
Sold As 1981 Yearlings At
MAINE BREEDERS SALE
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS

36%

$3,869

OR

1982 Total Maine Stakes
Purses Paid To 2 Yr. Olds
Sold As 1981 Yearlings At
PINE TREE SALE
CUMBERLAND
OR

4%

Of 1982 Total Maine Stake
Of 1982 Total Maine Stake
2 Yr. Old Purses W ere Collected 2 Yr. Old Purses W ere Collected
By Buyers Of 1981 Yearlings At By Buyers Of 1981 Yearlings At
PINE TREE SALE
MAINE BREEDER’S SALE
CUMBERLAND
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
* S ta tis tic s c o m p i l e d f r o m f i g u r e s a v a ila b le a t M a in e R a c in g C o m m is s io n .

“MAINE’S BEST BET FOR 2 YR. OLD WINNERS’’

MAINE BREEDERS S?
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
SEPTEMBER 10, 1983
Consignment Forms and Information:
Bruce W. McGhee, Box 400, New Gloucester, Me. 207-926-4341
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1983 2-YEAR OLD COLT
Strictly
PACE ELIGIBLES

Ace Hi Johnny
Allen’s Choice
Ammo Andy
Arn’s Skip-A-Ribbon
Bert’s Bill
Bobby C’s Boy
Branchbrook Rocky
C. R. Speedy
Chinbro Philro
Chinbro Skipflo
Chinbro Skiptan
Dallas Ridgecrest
Deacon Ridgecrest
Dexter Ridgcrest
Dingle Hoofer
Doctor Ridgecrest
Duke Ridgecrest
G.C. Mac
Gaelic Blazon
Gaelic Shamon
Gaelic Terrorist
Game L. S.
Gene’s Best
Greene Express
Hope’s Rocket
I’m Rainy Night
Irish Sam
Kotton King
Lite Me’s Kid
Lucky Pilot
Miles End Mark
Milford Skipper
My-O-My
Nasty Senator
O Henry O
Oak Ridge Dusty
Pacealong Bert
Pete Blackguard
Port Skipper
Power Wagon
R. K. B.
Race Me. Hot Dog
Race Me. Tar
Rawhide
Richard’s Birthday
Romie’s Hunter
Silent Ammo
Skip to Mattuta
Splendid Choice

Formal
Suffolk’s Son
Sunday Skipper
Sunnyside Banker
Tatnic Charlie
The Sinner
Treat With Zip
Truax Marx
Trusty Blaze
Trusty Shy Guy
Trusty Star
Unstable Rick
Voodoo Pilot
Westridge Sam
William K. W.
Windsock Flyer
Windsock Henry T
Windsock Missile
Windsock Orphan
Windsock Prince
Windsock Racetime
Windsock Smoker

1983 3-YEAR OLD FILLY
PACE ELIGIBLES

Black Election
Blueberry Muffin
Branchbrook Trixie
Cameo Ridgecrest
Campground Girl
Candee Ridgecrest
Chinbro Nic O Time
Chinbro Peggy
Claudia Ridgecrest
Come-Along-Cindy
Fair Risk
Formal Miss
Gaelic Calorie
Jericho Mist
Little Ribbon
Mac’s Miss Ammo
Mitchell’s Image
Miss Dan Ell
Miss Shelly Time
Miss Tail Gunner
Molly Forj an
Not So Rusty
Pine River Rose
Race Me. Dreamboat
Race Me. Michele

Rae Lee Love
Raw Satin
Romeo’s Rosette
Romie’s Elainey
Rusty Baby
Sayonara
Sherry’s Share
Spunky Granny
Steady SS Sis
Steady Tara
Streganona
Suffolk Lark
SuLinda
T. F. Goldie
Val Black
Windsock Surf
Windy Blackguard

1983 2-YEAR OLD
TROT ELIGIBLES

Ammo’s Pride
Andy’s Lou
Arundel Mountain
Bashful Gambler
Boat Captain
Bobby C’s Boy
Carolyn Marie
Chinbro Robex
Dananna Ridgecrest
Daphney Ridgecrest
Gale To Watch
Hanbro Special
Jim’s Choice
Knotch Hill Skipper
Lady High Pockets
O Henry O
Oak Ridge Dusty
Poopsie
Power Wagon
Race Me. Mara
Ready to Burn
Riv-Lea Michele
Romie’s Jet
The Sinner
Westridge Helen
Whats’it Whos’ it
Windsock Greyghost

Caroline Marie (Ammo Hanover — Miss Close Call) was the winner of the first
Maine Stakes, two year old trot in a muddy 2:21 for owner/trainer/driver,
Linwood Perkins of Cornish.

MAINE STANDARDBRI
It took nearly a decade, but now as
July approaches, the talk around
Maine’s tracks inevitably turns to
colt racing and the Maine Stakes.
This year with the continuing up
swing in mutuel play around the
state the 1983 program promises to
be the richest yet.
The Maine Stakes are a series of
races reserved for young horses
bred in Maine. These events were
created by legislation and funded
through a percentage of the exotic
wagering. This year as much as
$300,000 may be distributed by the
time the finals are contested in
October. A secondary effect of the
program has been the continuing
development of a Maine breeding
industry. With about 400 mares and
100 stallions the program is as
robust now as it ever has been.
Equally important, more stables
are making room for a colt or two in
the barn. Though developing
inexperienced young horses is risky
the high purses are luring more
owners into racing by offering a
potentially high rate of return if they
develop a winner. Last year’s top
two year old colt, Unstable Sean,
sold for $500 and earned $15,000 for
Elmer Ballard. This year’s races
are for colts born in 1980 and 1981.
Last year’s three year olds
graduated, and the two year old
champions return as more mature
three year olds. In May the eligible
yearlings were registered, the
breeding season has ended, and
most of the foals of 1983 have
already arrived.
So attention shifts from the
pasture to the racetrack, and this
week the first of 13 preliminary legs
go to post. Some divisions seem easy
to predict. Bruce McGhee’s Wind
Sock Surf finished 1982 as the top
stakes filly in her division. Later she
tested high class events in New
York, and though she returned
empty, off a 2:04 Scarborough
qualifier this year, she seems more
than ready to defend her status.
Competition should come from Race
Me Dreamboat who earned a pair of
easy wins in her first two Scar
borough starts. Other stakes-eligible
fillies are barely holding on in
conditioned events.

Suffolk Lark (Mr. Suffolk — Sirrah Jay) gathered first money in the three year old
pacing filly division for trainer/driver Loring Norton in 2:04.2.

D BREEDERS STAKES
The three-year-old trotters will
aim at T.W. Happiness. This son of
Two Demand emerged from Chester
Emerson’s stable mid-way through
the juvenile campaign and finished
strongest of all in the Fall. He
already has a win against older
trotters. His closest competition
may be Patricia’s Choice, Keystone
Curley or Studley’s Dream.
But the flagship division of the
1983 Maine stakes seems to be the
three-year-old colts. Many eligible
colts have already proven their
speed and racing prowess. Unstable
Sean, Elmer Ballard’s bargain son
of Nevele Pilot, resumes his position
as pre-series favorite, but from
Bangor, Valerie’s Beano is sure to
challenge. Add Feisty Fella, Maine
Mariner, Our Little Ace and Out of
Range and the potential for an ex
tremely fast division is evident.
Two year olds are still relatively
untested, especially the trotters.
Typically that division will be raced
without wagering until form can be
sustained. The fillies ready to pace
include Formal Lil for Angelo
Tzikas, Say Louise, Peerless Patsy,
Bonney Eagle, Peter’s Pretty Girl
from Bangor, Never Lee and Emmatrude. Colts are headed by
Milford’s Skipper, Gaelic Blazon,
Trusty Blaze, I’m Rainy Night,
Windsock Flyer, Skip to Mattuta and
Romie’s Jet.
In this series individual colts
develop from one week to the next.
New stars appear seemingly
overnight, and battles for lucretive
wins are intense.
The series begins at Scarborough
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
evenings in each of the next two
weeks, and for most of the rest of the
summer it meanders through
Maine’s northern circuit.
These Maine stakes races are yet
another reason racing in Maine has
not only survived but is actually
outstripping national standards. By
the time one of these colts steps
behind a starting gate years of in
vestment and care have been risked.
It is that pride and dedication which
ultimately separates these races
from the rest, and even a casual eye
in the grandstand can immediately
notice the difference.
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1983 3-YEAR OLD COLT
PACE ELIGIBLES

Ammo Money Maker
Ammonote
B. K. King
Bert’s Don
Brooks Bullet
Captain Ridgecrest
Cashmere Dale
Chinbro Bart
Chinbro Chimes
Chinbro Hawaii
Chinbro Keith
Choice Monarch
Clark Ridgecrest
Clifford Card
Doctor Craig
Duke Blackguard
Emily’s Devil
Fiesty Fella
Frost Star
Gaelic Clutter
Gaelic Fortune
Gaelic MacTavish
Hank-A-Pank-Skip
Homegrown Rascal
King Overlook
Larry’s Luff
Lib’s Jimdancy
Lib’s Juju
Lite Me’s Brat
Maine Mariner
Major Rush
Mescalito
Mijaroma Mike
Mr. Christian
Mr. Sunday
Murray’s Pilot
Necessitous
Our Little Ace
Out of Range
R. D.’s Mr. Lincoln
Race Me. Prince
Rae Lee Lucky
Ripley
Snappy Blackguard
Some Sampson
South Rd. Sam
Steady Marinor

Gaelic Blazon owned by Joan & Elmer Ballard was driven to a win by Leigh Fitch
in the two year old colt division.

Taurus Now
The Grump
Unstable Sean
Valerie’s Beano
Westridge Bill
Westridge Had
Westridge Tony
Windsock Byrd
Worthy Indian Boy
1983 2-YEAR OLD FILLY
PACE ELIGIBLES

Ammo’s Price
Andadura
April Amble
April’s Lollipop
Bank on Betsie
Belle Speed
Bonney Eagle
Cashmere Princess
Cashmere Rosebud
Cindy K. Tu
D. J.’s Gold
Deidre Ridgecrest
Double R. Star
Emmatrude
Fair Kathy
Fire Fox*
Formal Lil
Francie Girl
Genie Marx
Greenie D. Joelle
Hanbro Doris
Holly Hock Angel
Ian’s Song ,
Invisible Threat
J.C.’s Wildwoman
Jodi Overlook
Lady Delite
Lady High Pockets
Latham’s Last
Lib’s Jezebel
Lib’s Jubilee
Little League Star
Mary’s Pilot
Miss Star Pilot
Miss Summer Breeze
Ms. Skipper
Never Lee
P. & J.’s Scottie
Peerless Patsy
Peter’s Pretty Girl
Petty Larceny
Political Playmate
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Poopsie
Race Me. Victoria
Rae Lee Toni
Rod’s Folly
Romie’s Judy
Romie’s Tuffy
Ruby Hayden
Rustic Gal
Sail’s Image
Say Louise
Shiretown Lass-E
Smarty Kat
South Trail
Speed to Spare
Tammeroosky
Treat With Desire
Tuckerbrook April
Wayne’s Last
Windsock Greyghost
Windsock Lucky
Windsock Snowflake
Wise Penny

1983

3 -Y E A R

TROT

O LD

E L IG IB L E S

Bettor’s Burn
Chinbro Hawaii
Coed Ridgecrest
Cyrus Ridgecrest
Greenacres Duke
Hanbro’s Faith
Hank-A-P ank-Skip
Hickory Doc
Homegrown Rascal
Hurricane Ann
Keystone Curly
Knotch Hill Kevin
Miss Bauneg Beg
Miss Waynie Hayes
Patricia’s Choice
Poacher
R.D.’s Mr. Lincoln
Sabrina Duke
Slick Choice
Studley’s Dream
T.W. Happiness
Two Keys Choice
Windy Blackguard

Knotch Hill Kevin (Culver’s Pride — April Colden) owned by Robert Knox of East
Lebanon won the three-year-old trot at Scarborough Downs
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The Maine Circuit

B y Lee A llen

Most Happy Rod and Jovial Fella tied for Trainer of the Month laurels.
made the big news in Maine during Each had four winning horses reach
the first three weeks of June.
Al-Var magic figures during the
Most Happy Rod became the first month.
two-year-old ever to earn Maine Al- One of the gamest performances
Var Pacer of the Month honors. The of the month was turned in by Mike’s
sensational freshman, a son of Ricci Spirit, June 19, at Scarborough
Reenie’s Best out of Sweet Rum by Downs when he held off a furious
Rum Customer, posted Al-Var speed stretch drive by Joe Ricci’s Del Val
ratings over 100 three times in a row (Paul Battis) and won by a nose in
at Scarborough Downs.
2:01.3 — a new lifetime mark for
No other pacer could put together Don Roy’s Norway Nobleman.
more than two winning trips, with Freeman Parker, who tied the
Al-Var ratings of 100 or better, from Downs’ track record his first and
May 24 to June 26.
only trip with My Bill Forwood last
Most Happy Rod recorded Al-Var year, drove “Mike” to his new
ratings of 102, 102 and 104. The 104 is mark.
only one point shy of the all-time Mike’s Spirit, an eight-year-old
Maine two-year-old record which son of Steady Spirit, also is one of the
was set by Formal Misty at most consistent pacers ever to race.
Skowhegan in 1980.
He always gives his best. In three
Formal Misty, with trainer Angelo consecutive starts, one at Bangor
Tzikas in the bike, won in 2:05.4 with and two at Scarborough, he posted
the variant a high 23 for a rating of m Al-Var speed ratings. He won
two of the three races. His speed

Stakes Stallions Lost
B y A N T H O N Y J. A L IB E R T I

In some ways racing is like a
scorpion with a lethal kick. Unlike
motor sports, the speed connections
in racing are living, and both horses
and people are fragile indeed.
In one week two major Maine
breeding farms suffered the
ultimate shock, losing their star
stallion.
Scotch Banker was a troubled
pacer from the first. Though his
pedigree was flawless he never
earned his keep on the track. He
came to Maine after many trainers
and countless frustrations, but
David Slocomb singlehandedly
resuscitated the promise of this son
of Bret Hanover and Scotch Jewell.
Four years later a pair of Scotch
Banker fillies headed the Maine
stakes list, with Luck’s Lazy Lady
the fastest performer in the history
of that program.
Slocomb fueled the success

ratini did n o t/ a T c v e ? ‘h™ gh h! T?p Ba”gor.tr.o tter' BeechwiDds Thunder e f f o r t f ^ S t e r ^ ^ y l ^ ^ k ^ n d
state two-year-old mile time record raced
at two tracks with different trained and driven by Russ Lampher dedication, Scotch Banker was
with a 2:03 clocking June 26 with the drivers and variants,
103 recognized as a premier Maine
variant at 11.
The superstar pacers that reached Young Swartz, J. Apperti Jr.
103 stakes stallion.
Besides Formal Misty and Most the magic figure of 100 or better on Two Score, B. Hastey
But last week, in the midst of yet
Mountain
Mr.
C.,
D.
Richards
102
Happy Rod, the only other two-year- the Al-Var speed scale, for a winning
another
successful breeding season
102
olds ever to exceed 102 on the Al-Var performance, from May 24 to June Most Happy Rod, A. Grenier
the
stallion
succumbed to what can
A1
Payson,
G.
Mosher
102
speed scale were the great My Bill 26, follow:
best
be
described
as colic.
102
Forwood (Dude Goodblood), with a Jovial Fella, L. Fitch
124 Most Happy Rod, A. Grenier
Equine
digestive
systems are
Swanzey
Flip,
T.
Vanidestine
102
103 at Bangor in 1979, and K.M.’s The Andover Story, D. Richards 120
vulnerable
to
disease
or
mechanical
101
Vegas (Steve O’Toole), with a 103 at Big Hugh, W. Case Jr.
118 Beloved Quest, G. Mosher
disfunction.
One
simple
belly
101 ache to a human, can be twist,
Scarborough in 1981
117 Saint Clair Jeep, F. Parker
Farbro Mike, B. Ranger
fatal
to
the
Most Happy Rod is owned by Press Time Collins, R. Wing Jr. 114 Isle Od Joy, J. Davis
101 horse.
Roger Bourgoin and Paul Cote of Persuadable, A. Grenier
101 When Scotch Banker went down,
114 Lindalae, N. Murray
Auburn. He is trained and driven by Super Spud, D. Richards
100 Slocomb
112 Derechito, L. Norton
took him for expert equine
Alfred Grenier.
100 care. After
111 Happy Rodger, R. Sumner
Mike’s Spirit, D. Gray
days of treatment
100 the horse five
The top single performance of the Peregrine N., S. Mason
111 Blackcloud, Cr. Mosher
returned
to Augusta
100 seemingly recovered. Three
month by a pacer was Jovial Fella’s Mike’s Spirit, F. Parker
111 Big A1 Mac, T. McNamara
hours
1:59 victory in the Wild Bill Pace Mid Grand, P. Battis
100 later he was dead. ^
110 Pay Off N, F. Parker
100 The emotional sting was felt not
June 26, at Scarborough Downs. Press Time Collins, R. Wing Jr. 110 Meadow Yorkshire, L. Fitch
100 only
That was only one-fifth of a second Del Val, P. Battis
109 Spike’s Prince, P. Battis
by Slocomb but breeders
off the track record which is held by Cambro Time, W. Ellithorpe Jr. 108
throughout
Maine.
My Bill Forwood.
108 The superstar trotters that
Gallant Gift, R. Dagan
Then
a
few
days later Brooks
A six-year-old son of Most Happy Steady Torch, G. Mosher
107 reached the magic figure of 80 or Smith, farm manager at Whispering
Fella, Jovial Fella posted an Al-Var Sooner Do, L. Fitch
106 better on the Al-Var speed scale, for Pines in Falmouth announced
speed rating of 124 — a new season’s Mr. Larosa, G. Mosher
106 a winning performance, from May Skipper Glenn succumbed to a
record. And that is only two points Saint Clair Jeep, F. Parker
106 24 to June 26, follow:
under the all-time Maine record Race Me Fritz, W. Case Jr.
106 Beechwind’s Thunder, R. Lanpher 93 similar ailment.
which is held jointly by My Bill Unstable Sean, L. Fitch
105 Good Time Harlan, D. Richards 91 Feisty Fella, Fair Risk and now
Forwood and Jetlite. Besides the Ebon Granite, L. Fitch
105 Dutch Lady Mac, T. McNamara 89 the impressive Maine Mariner are
88 three year old eligibles representing
record-holders, only one other pacer Steady Style, P. Battis
105 Remled, B. Roberts
86 this son of Meadow Skipper, Tatnic
ever has exceeded 123 on the Al-Var Devil’s Den, E. Richard
105 B. Square, T. Kimball
scale. That was Clipper’s Seelster, Wilbea Skipper, D. Gray
105 Beechwind’s Thunder, R. Lanpher84 Charlie and Skip To Mattuta are two
83 year olds also showing promise.
with a 124, last year at Scarborough H.R. Counsel, G. Hall Jr.
105 Easter Cargo, R. Smith
Jimmy
Peanuts,
J.
Mollison
82 Skipper Glenn is an example of the
Downs.
104
Del Val, P. Battis
82 dynamic trend of new stallions
Jovial Fella is owned and trained Wilbea Skipper, D. Gray
104 W.W. Overlook, L. Norton
standing in Maine.
Good
Time
Harlan,
D.
Richards
80
by Alexander Savran of Medford, He’s a Smokin, A. Nason
104
80 As with Scotch Banker, Skipper
Mass. Leigh “The Fox” Fitch was in Dunmunkel Chief, G. Mosher
104 A.D.’s Alvin, L. Fitch
80 Glenn was treated immediately but
the bike for the season’s record trip. Most Happy Rod, A. Grenier
104 Rummy Pete, R. Lanpher
could not be revived.
Good Time Harlan and BeechExplanations are difficult. This
wind’s Thunder tied for Al-Var
has been the wettest spring on
Trotter of the Month honors. Each
record, veterinarians throughout
had two winning trips with Al-Var
Maine have treated many cases of
ratings of 80 or higher.
colic. Whatever the specifics of each
Bangor-based
Beechwind’s
case there are many losers. Not only
Thunder also had the outstanding
are the firms directly affected, but
single performance of the month.
the stakes program and in the end
The five-year-old son of Speedy
the entire racing industry depends
Serenade set a season’s record when
on the investment of bloodstock
he reached 93 on the Al-Var scale,
owners.
June 15, at the Bangor oval.
But true to the nature of racing
Beechwind’s Thunder is owned,
both Slocomb and Smith are in the
trained and driven by Russ Lanpher
process of rebuilding. “You’ve got to
of Orland.
pick yourself up,” said David
Good Time Harlan, an eight-yearSlocomb. “ Life goes on.”
old son of Good Time Boy, is owned
and trained by Richard Rose of
Editor's Note:
Topsham. Don Richards drove both
At Pine Hollow Stud in New York
of his 80-plus trips.
the Hambletonian winner, Green
Leigh Fitch drove six horses to
Speed, died of a similar problem,
magic-figure Al-Var speed ratings
due to a ruptured cecum, part of the
(100 plus for pacers, 80-plus for
intestinal system. The Speedy
trotters) to take Driver of the Month
Rodney
Peridot stallion 1:55.3
honors. Gary Mosher, Paul Battis
and Don Richards were close behind, The fastest dead-heat in harness racing history was recorded at the Meadowlands ($953,013) owned by Lloyd S. Lloyds
with five magic-figure winners each. on June 23rd. Cam Fella (1$) with Pat Crowe and Walt Hanover (5) with Tom 1974 Horse of the -Year had served
his en tire book of mares in 1983.
Alfred Grenier and ‘Gary Bryant Haughton won in 1:53.1 in the $60,000 briscott Series. .............. - « « « « ■■
—

• '

Out Of The Past

Ralph Fenno teams the Sanborn owned What A Chance to a win in 2:01.4 at Vernon
Downs on May 30, 1970.

We wish we could stop writing
about medication, but it remains,
and is going to remain, a critical
issue in North American horse
racing.
The problem here is the need, or
the perceived need, of horsemen to
use therapeutic treatments and
medications on their horses, the
pharmacological effects of such
treatments and medications, and the
reasonable time limits needed to
separate such effects from the
racing animal.
Lasix, a brand name of the generic
medication furosemide, was back in
the news, and will be again when
veterinarians
and
research
chemists gather in Toronto for an
international symposium on drugs in
the race horse.
Among the subjects that will be
discussed in Toronto are findings of
a study at Ohio State and Cornell
Universities on furosemide’s role in
testing for other drugs; in other
words, if it masks. If, as expected,
the research shows that it does not
under certain controlled conditions
— dosage of not more than 250
milligrams not closer than four
hours to post time, with pre-race
testing and detention of the horses —
then the guidelines of the National
Association of State Racing Com
missioners may well be modified
when that group’s executive com
mittee meets in Saratoga Springs,
N.Y. on August 16.
But there will be other subjects

discussed at Toronto, either for
mally or informally, and two of them
will be studies conducted by Dr.
Lawrence Soma of the New Bolton
Center of the University of Penn
sylvania. Dr. Soma has said that
there are other substances that can
help ‘bleeders’ — horses that bleed
when raced — more than
furosemide, and it is expected that
he may soon publish findings that
furosemide is not really that ef
fective, under controlled laboratory
conditions, in treating bleeders. Dr.
Soma also may have answers to a
question that horsemen, par
ticularly running horse trainers,
have never really answered: why
they protest so loudly about the
prohibition of liberal Lasix usage
when bleeders represent a minority
of the horse population. Dr. Soma
reportedly has evidence that
furosemide may help horses in other
ways.
The
biggest
reason
why
medication will remain in the news,
however, is that another media
bomb is about to be dropped on the
sport of horse racing. A widespread
federal investigation into the im
portation and use of illegal foreign
medications is about to surface with
federal grand jury indictments in
New York. A Florida drug importer
and distributor already has been
indicted, and others reportedly will
be shortly.
In any event, the investigation will
assure continuing coverage of the
medication issue.

M.S.B.O.A.
Annual Farm Picnic
Cianchette Farm — Pittsfield, Maine
August 21, 1983
M ake you r plan s ea rly f o r a d a y o f f u n ! ”
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By ROBERT LOWELL

Maine’s native son Ralph Fenno Governor Skipper for Buck Norris.
has filled several capacities in over Timmy broke and developed that
30 years of dedication to the harness colt.”
sport. Looking distinguished with That colt went on and earned in
silver locks, Fenno at 57 is filling the excess of one million. In 1980,
role of family patriach, giving him, Timmy gained recognition in New
perhaps, the greatest fulfilment of York after arriving from Ben White
his long career.
Raceway with a pacer named E.A.
Fenno and his wife, the former Roberts. Since that time, he has
Helen Donahue of Portland, are the become a fixture in New York and
proud parents of three children who last season he had Jade Prince and
have all participated in racing. Champaigne Happy both with
Ralph Fenno, Jr., known better as records around 1:55. The elder
Hank among the backside per Fenno adds, “Those are Saturday
sonnel, is a well-known race an night horses.” Timmy currently has
nouncer. His brother Timmy is one Blizzard Almhurst, 1:58 4/5 in his
of the top trainers in Metropolitan string and that horse has already
New York, and daughter Jan is an earned $145,000.
accomplished horsewoman who is Last season, Timmy was fourth
married to Glen Deletesky.
leading trainer in the Metropolitan
Fenno broke into harness racing in area. Usually, Timmy uses catchthe late 1940’s while working as a driver Merritt “Butch” Dokey, but
sports announcer in Concord, N.H. is a very capable reinsmen in his
In 1947, he purchased a mare named own right.
Bernice Volo by Bennett Volo and The Fenno’s daughter Jan is no
she gave Fenno his first victory at stranger to racing. Currently, a
Hopkinton Fair where he swept a school teacher in the Mechanic Falls
three-heat affair.
educational system, Jan served as a
His life-long career really got off marshall at Gorham and Scar
the ground in 1950 when he was borough; Jan also participated as a
working for radio station WPOR in driver a few years ago in a powderPortland. He raced six months and puff series on the Marylandannounced six months. In 1953, he Delaware circuit. Mrs. Fenno in
was training and driving horses for terjects, “Jan also taught riding at a
the “ Quarter Club.” The four school in Windham.” Jan’s husband
owners included: Harry Harmon, Glen is the trainer of Empire Larry,
Arnold Swinemer, Lawrence Mc season’s champion on a half-mile
Cracken and Sam Aceto. Suc track and a winner of $75,000 this
cessfully campaigning racing stock year. Mrs. Fenno is justifiably proud
like Atom and Swift Trick, Fenno of Jan’s accomplishments as well as
quickly caught the eye of the racing her two sons.
scribes who accurately predicted Fenno, who served with the
the youthful driver was destined to Marines
World War II is an
compete at Yonker s and Roosevelt. alumnus during
of
Emerson
College in
He had a lengthy association with Boston. Over the years,
he has
Sam Aceto and operated a very employed
assistant
trainers
such as
successful public stable over the
Marcus, Gordon Corey,
years. Fenno also spent 15 years as Jimmy
Woodbury, and Bob Truitt.
the trainer-driver for trucking Frank
brought Truitt into Maine in
magnate Howard Sanborn. While Fenno
from Freehold. Thirty years
training the Sanborn stable, Fenno 1954
ago, Fenno recalls driving with
developed and campaigned several Sammy
Carter, Wendell Wathen,
two-minute horses.the list includes: Ben Pitman
among others. Clarence
What A Chance, 1:59; Piper Chance, Crawford, was
a trainer-driver with
1:58; Amor Chance, 2:00; and the the Fenno Stable
when it raced at
Widow Mite, 2:00.
Blue
Bonnets.
Fenno
states that “He
Fenno, who has driven at most of was an excellent horseman,”
and
the large eastern tracks, retired Mrs. Fenno adds, “He was quite
a
from active driving in 1975 under guy.”
orders from his physician. It was at
that time that he became engaged in For the Fenno family, there is
strength in the close ties. The
officiating and has been presiding Fennos
have made the family the
judge at Lewiston, Scarborough and
heart of their life and it has proved
Cumberland Racway.
Recently, Fenno has returned to to be a winning way.
driving on a limited basis. Asked if
driving was sanctified by the doctor, STANDARDBRED SCRAMBLE
Fenno replies, “I haven’t consulted
him !! With eight years out of the
Answers to Puzzle
sulky,” Fenno says, “I wanted to
prove to myself that I could still do
it.”
Fenno comments, “My three
children give me my happiness.”
Ralph Fenno, Jr., is an investigator
with Maine Department of Human
Services and is currently a partner
in the Caso Bay Stable. Hank, as his
dad before him, is a veteran race
caller having announced at Hin
sdale, Scarborough and Lewiston.
The elder Fenno had previously
announced at Gorham, Scarborough
and has filled in at Pocono Downs
and Hinsdale.
A younger son, Timmy, trains a
20-horse contingent in New York for
Grand Circuit horseman Jack
Kopas. Timmy’s ability as a trainer
became apparent in 1975. Fenno
remembers, “We were training in
Florida and we had a colt named
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Preview 1983 Yearlings

AUSTIN FARM
Cornish, N.H.

ALLONS-Y
A tall, well-grown trotting colt, who stands and moves correctly. By the proven stallion,
KAW ARTHA MON AMI, sire o f Berkshire B uddy 2 ,2 :0 6 .2 — 3,1:57.2, 1983 season's
champion, winner o f a fin a l o f the New Jersey Sires Stakes fo r three-year-old trotting
colts, defeating many o f New Jersey's best!
Out o f CINDY ALDEN, dam o f Hollandaise 2,2 :1 5 .2 h — 3 ,2 :0 6 .2 f — 4,2:04.2f.
$ 3 5 ,0 0 0 +
Chelsea Queen 2 ,2:11.3h — 5 ,2 :0 5 .4 f $ 7 ,7 1 1 .
Zuider Zee 2 ,2:14.4h (A t 4, raced-tim ed 2:03 at Freestate 6 /2 8 /8 3 )
Super Bowl 3,1:56.2m Stars Pride
Kawartha Mon Ami 2,2:02.3f
Lovester 3,2:01.1m Speedster

ALLONS-Y

b.c. 5/17/82 (Staked: New Jersey/Grand Circuit)
Parker Alden

Calumet Alden

Prom Queen

Bombs Away

Cindy Alden

Our Other Yearlings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

AUSTIN

Pacing filly by Flying Bret out of a record and producing Dale Frost mare, (N.Y. Eligible, Plus Others)
Pacing Colt By Coral Ridge Out Of 100% Producing Airliner Mare (New England- New Hampshire Eligible)
Pacing filly by Set Point out of a good record and producing Meadow Gene mare. (N.Y. Eligible, Plus Others)
Trotting colt by World Champion, Lindy’s Crown, out of a well bred mare. This is her first colt. (N.J. Eligible, Plus
Trotting filly by Nevele Thunder out of a Speedy Rodney mare (N.Y. Eligible).
Grand Circuit Staked)

Call or write for sales list.
FARM A small select breeding farm in the Connecticut River Valley. Quality youngsters are raised
with the finest care and attention given to their nutritional, veterinary, trimming and training needs.
Come and Visit Our Facilities and See All Of Our Yearlings

Owners — Mr. & Mrs. Peter Burling
“

R.R. 2 Box 194 "

Resident Trainer — Mary Giles
Cornish, N.H. 03745

Tel. 603-675-6255

HINSDALE CELEBRATION

Silver Anniversary Race
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Clyde Mattison, a driver that has
raced at Hinsdale in everyone of its
25 seasons won the Sunday feature
aboard DW Rum in 2:07.3.
The feature was a special 25th
anniversary event that brought
together eight drivers from opening
weekend in 1958 to celebrate Hin
sdale’s silver season.
Competing in the event were Art
Nason of Freedom, N.H., Wallace
Mattison of Pownal, Vt., A1
Sorrentino of Oxford, Ct., Phil
Jamieson of Foxboro, Ma., Howard
Matttison of Brattleboro, Vt., Jim
Hogan of Foxboro, Ma., and Roland
Sears of Wrentham, Ma.
Mattison of the famous driving
family that includes son Bruce and
wife Cathy, took DW Rum to an
early lead and held off a late charge
from brother Howard and Famed
Hanover, to post a three length
victory. The drivers received
special commemorative plaques
and the track hosted a luncheon in
their honor prior to the featured
event.

The Kentucky Connection
If you think it’s tough packing the
station wagon and taking off to the
mountains with five kids, try 14
harness horses, five grooms, two
families and hit the road from
Kentucky to New Hampshire. That’s
what owner Robert Green and
trainer-driver Larry Garwood did a
few days ago.
They loaded two horse vans, a car
and a recreational vehicle and went
overland for 27 hours, from
Audubon, a track new Henderson,
Kentucky to Hinsdale.
That’s a lot of water, hay, gas,
know-how and patience. But the
Kentucky campaign at Hinsdale was
underway two days after arrivals.
This is the first trip into Hinsdale for
Green and Garwood, who have

Hinsdale Raceway celebrates twenty-five years of harness this summer. Eight drivers from opening weekend
in 1958, returned for the Silver Anniversary Feature. (1. to r.) Phil Jamieson, James Hogan, Roland Sears,
Clyde Mattison ( Mannager, Tom Shehan) Wallace Mattison, Arthur Nason, Howard Mattison and A1 Sorrentino.

formed quite a successful tandem in
two years. Green is a semi-retired
coal mine owner who has followed
the trotters for 17 years and became
an owner after meeting Garwood at
Louisville.
Garwood really got interested in
the harness business through his
wife, Suzanne, who owned a couple
of horses. One of those horses was
Ozzie’s Lad, who won four invitationals in a row after Larry
came on the scene. He was hooked.
Racing Secretary Danny Septelka
is looking for big things from the
Kentucky stable, which has a 10
year-old pacer, Valley Creek Penn,
with lifetime winnings of over

Green, who takes great delight in
letting his horses munch away.
“Where can I get some carrots?”
he wanted to know soon after
arriving. “We’re down to our last 100
pounds. They eat 'em like candy.”
Green and Garwood were making
some last minute calls when last
seen. They had to leave behind
Stephie’s Big Shot, who underwent
an operation for a cracked sesmoid.
A definite loss because Stephie’s
Big Shot had a 2:01 at Fairmount
and Garwood had just won with him
at Audubon. The horse came off the
track sound but two days later had a
badly swollen ankle, maybe from
the race or kicking its stall.
$ 100 , 000 .
The Kentucky stable has two
“He is a carrot-eater,” confides weapons that may be hard to beat.

There is the matter of the carrots,
and a carrot-eating horse is a happy
horse.
There is also the matter of the
Magic Potient. It seems that Green,
who was in the cosmetic business,
concocted a lotion that was tough on
wrinkles, Green figured it just might
work on horses, too.
Garwood became convinced when
he used Magic Potient on a badly
swollen ankle after an accident at
Louisville, and got near-magic
results.
“You’ve got to have a little edge in
this business,” says Green, “ and I
think Magic Potient gives us one.”
It’s Green’s version of old Ken
tucky
Moonshine.
Ingredients
remain secret.

Driver-Trainer Howard Mattison
Howard Mattison remembers the
night well, even if it was 25 years
ago. He was driving a pacer named
Penola in the fourth race on the
second night of Hinsdale’s first
meeting. It was August, 1958. “I had
the race won,” Mattison recalls. “I
was coming down the stretch with no
one near me. I figured I had it all the
way. Then, 200 feet from the finish
line, I blew a tire.”
Mattison was 32 at the time with
s more than a decade of driving
behind him, at Saratoga and the big
fair tracks. But he’ll still never
forget that night the thin little tire
went flat. Mattison and some of the
veterans of that inaugural Hinsdale
meeting competed in a special race
in their honor June 26. There were
three Mattisons in the race, Clyde,
Wallace and Howard, which should
give you an idea of what a harness
racing family it is. And some of the
best young drivers of the Mattison
clan are already standout drivers.

Last summer they put on a whole
race just for Mattisons. “My uncles
had horses and we learned from
them,” recalls Howard. “And we
went up to the Burgesses in Ben
nington and worked up there when
we were kids.”
The Mattisons got some special
attention after the Silver An
niversary race. “Did you win?” , a
youngster in the clubhouse wanted
to know. “No, I was second. My
brother Clyde won.” The youngster
made Howard sign his program
anyway. “First time anyone asked
me for an autograph,” Mattison
admitted. Wallace was the oldest.
After I got out of the service in 1946
my brother and I bought a horse and
we’ve been racing ever since.
I . was appointed fire chief in
Brattleboro in 1959. Then you could
race here at Hinsdale and at Pownal
and didn’t have to travel. “ I still
have a little stable with six stalls and
race maybe 20 times a year to keep

my hand in. Clyde. He’s the driver.
“We do most of our training right out
on the street. Out on Guilford Street
Extension.”
So harness racing is still a simple
avocation for Howard Mattison, just
as it was when he started to drive
around the fairs. “I remember once
we went to the Westport Fair and
someone had parked a trailer in the
spot we had for years. The fair
people came down and raised all
kinds of heck and that trailer had to
move down the line two or three
places. That’s the way it was.”
Mattison has had some good horses
in his time. Newport Thor, Jolly
Gumdrops and Verna Duke, a
special Hinsdale favorite, are names
that come to mind. Rebel Aaron was
New England Horse of the Year.
But Howard’s big current interest
is Kid Carolina, his -fist sub-two
minute horse. Kid Carolina had a
1:59 at Vernon Downs, with Jimmy
Mattison driving. Jimmy is a

leading driver at Saratoga. Kid
Carolina, Mattison will tell you, was
a bit of a steal at a little sale down in
Delaware. “He was a big horse and I
couldn’t figure why no one was that
interested. He was well bred on the
dam side, too. So, when it got up to
$1,900 I said, “I’ve got to take a
crack at this.” “Kid Carolina won
four of five races but is just setting
back in form after catching the virus
at Saratoga.
Trotters? “Clyde is good with
trotters. I’ve never done much with
them. The best trotter I ever had
was named Galileo Hanover and I
got him by mistake at a Harrisburg
sale. Thought he was a pacer.”
Commenting on Hinsdale, the
racetrack that Mattison has called
home for 25 years, he remarked,
“This is a good track and one of the
nicest places there is.” And no one
hereabouts has seen a sulky tire that
goes flat 200 feet from the finish in
quite a while.

HINSDALE RACEWAY June 17-August 14
Remember It’s “ Fun Day” on, August 7 Wheu, The .T rack,J$ll Raffle Off , $2,500 In Silver Bars
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Foxboro hosts qualifying legs of Bishop Memorial

By k . c . j o h n s o n

Monticello News
MONTICELLO
—
The
management of Monticello Raceway
recently announced that beginning
on July 1 and continuing through
Labor Day, September 5, the track
will have harness racing on a 7-daya-week schedule.
During the summer there will be
racing Monday through Saturday
with nightly posts at 8:15 p.m.
Sunday afternoon posts will remain
at 1:30p.m.
After Labor Day, nightly posts will
revert back to 8 p.m. Sunday action
will continue to be at 1:30 p.m.
Racing during the Fall will be on a 4day-a-week basis (Tuesday-FridaySaturday and Sunday).
The free admission and free
general parking policies will be
continued for the entire racing
season at the Sullivan County oval.
Disraeli (Nero-Mainstream) teamed by John Hogan for owners Paul and Denise
Lucas captures a qualifying leg of the Simon C. Bishop Pace.

The first two divisions of the Galion Skipper led to the half,
Simon C. Bishop Memorial, a late going by there in 1:01. There was no
closer for three-year-olds who are change in position, except that Swift
non-winners of $35,000 lifetime, were Arrow,, back on stride, moved on the
raced at Foxboro on June 17. Both outside to be sixth. By the threewere won by well-bred three-year- quarter pole, Galion Skipper con
olds, and both races were paced tinued to lead. Tickets (Precious
Fella — Jay Jay’s Gal) moved on the
around the 2:00 mark.
The first division (both divisions outside from third to challenge for
were raced for a purse of $4,000) was the lead. At the head of the lane,
won by Galion Skipper (Meadow Galion Skipper began to draw away.
Skipper — Galion Pam). The early Third Generation made a break, and
speed in this race was shown by was thus eliminated from con
Third Generation (Precious Fella — tention. On through the lane, Galion
Vive La Myrt), driven by Frank Skipper drew out to a six length lead
Popfinger. By the eighth pole, 5-to-2 until Robby Hanover (Albatross —
second choice Swift Arrow went off Rosie Hanover) closed in between
stride while attempting to settle in,
eliminating his chance at victory. the tiring Tickets and the fading
By the quarter pole, Galion Skipper, Third Generation to be second (but
who had gotten off to a poor start, beaten by over four lengths) for
drew up on the outside of Third driver Bruce Ranger. However, it
Generation and raced on by. The was an easy win for Galion Skipper
quarter-mile was paced in a light and Bert Beckwith in 2:00.4, while he
upped his seasonal earnings to
ning fast :28.3.________________

$12,420 in just six starts for owner
Lawrence Kadish of Old Westbury,
New York.
The second division was a much
more competitive race, as the top
three finishers were all within a
length of each other. Slippery When
Wet (Fly Fly Byrd — Just Judy),
who had just returned from two un
successful New York Sires’ Stakes
events, went to the top from the far
outside and paced the quarter-mile
in a blistering :28.4. The 2-to-5
favorite, Disraeli (out of Nero and
the ex-Maine Stakes’ filly Main
stream) followed second. After a
half mile, Slippery When Wet con
tinued to lead by a length over
Disraeli in 1:01.2. From last place,
Robert Maris moved the New York shipper Doctor Love on to be fourth.
The pace continued to quicken by
the three-quarters in 1:30. Slippery
When Wet continued to lead, with

Disraeli second, Josh Hanover third,
and Doctor Love fourth. There was
no change until midway through the
lane, when Disraeli went to the
outside and eased to a half-length
victory over a game Slippery When
Wet.
Doctor Love, however,
challenged them both as he flew
home through the middle of the lane
to be beaten by only a length. The
final time was 1:59.4, equaling
Disraeli’s lifetime best. Driven by
John Hogan, the Paul and Denise
Lucas — owned colt upped his
lifetime earnings to $13,943.
Thus, the first leg of the Simon
Bishop Memorial has been com
pleted. There will be one more
qualifying leg, and then the finals
will be raced. Should the finals be
anything like these two qualifying
divisions, Foxboro fans should be in
for some record-breaking per
formances.

Father’s Day festivities at Foxboro

“An Evening with the Champions” was a big success at Foxboro Raceway recent- Bill Haughton,
Doherty, Lucien Fontaine and Ken Heeney. The promotion
ly. Competing in the event, (1. to r.) John Hogan, Leroy Copeland, Bert Beckwith, will be well remembered by Ted Wing, as he drove Wave Breaker for his 3,000th
vBjtfky, Day* J&aye.Pinkney,.T«<LWing.(representing the track) A1 Thomas, — lifetime win during this special Father’s Day evening.

1
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FOXBORO FRESHMAN PACE

JOIE DE VIE
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ELIMINATION HEATS

Fri. July 15 — 1st Leg
Fri. July 22 — 2nd Leg
Sun. July 31— Final
‘40,000 Est.

FOXBORO SUMMER SCHEDULE
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Dark

7:45 P.M.

Dark

7:45 P.M.

Friday Saturday Sunday
7:45 P.M. 7:45 P.M.

7:30 P.M.

Top
Trainer
— Ned Bower* ».* '
S
v
»• \
a

j

Joie de Vie wins the $376,000 Dexter Cup at Roosevelt Raceway for talented
teamster Buddy Gilmour.
by ROBERT LOWELL

J

ftJUl

With sensational three-year old Illinois State Fair in 1952, Bower has
trotter Joie De Vie turning heads since won several of the most
nationally, veteran Grand Circuit prestigious stakes. In 1956, he
horseman Ned Bower is back on top. captured the Hambletonian with the
Last month, Joie De Vie won the Intruder; American National in 1958
Yonkers Trot and „in
May with Bristol Hanover; American
demolished the colts in his division National Trot, Smoky Morn; The
of the Hanover Trot at Liberty Bell Titan with Kimberly Kid in 1954-55;
by 2IV2 lengths in 2:00 flat. That was and the Castleton Stake in 1973 with
the first start for Bower after Anvil.
shipping east from California. He As a trainer, he won the Horseman
was catch driven by Billy Herman. Futurity with Billy Herman catch
The bay colt by Super Bowl had driving Pershing in 1976 and also the
already won in 1:59.2 at Los Topkins at Hazel Park. Bower
Alamitos. Trainer Doug Ackerman recalls that he had a good
rating the sophomore trotters for the relationship with Berry and the HallU.S.T.A. says, “I guess that I knew Of-Famer helped him with Kimberly
about him almost before everybody Kid. Bower speaks of Berry’s ability
else, because I was out in California to hang a horse up. He has a
when he was getting started last photograph of Berry in his office.
year. He’s improving from start to While trianing the Allwood Stable
start, and he ranks right up there. the legendary Tom Murphy was his
Ackerman continues, “Ned Bower stable advisor and Bower says, “He
isn’t going to hurt him, and neither was a good manager, could handle
will John Campbell (the colt’s new owners, and was good to me.”
driver according to Ackerman).” Bower never raced at the Old
Bill Haughton, who saw Joie De Vie Orchard track, but says “Delvin still
make his first start on a half mile speaks of it. It was going out about
track, comments, “He looked good.” the time I came in.” A native of
Bower, a veteran of more than Ravenna, Ohio, Bower and his wife
thirty years along the “Roarin’ Roberta reside in Orlando, Florida,
Grand,” started as a caretaker for where he prepares for the Grand
Frank Ervin, but soon was elevated Circuit during the winter months.
to the position of assistant trainer. While life on the Grand Circuit may
He later served as an assistant to be fast paced today, a trotter named
Joie DeVie should bring back the
Del Miller.
Bower states that he was with “good times” for Ned Bower.
Ervin during the Good Time years,
but lookin back he says, “It’s not as
good a time. It’s all business now.”
U.S.T.A. News
Bower reflects, “We used to travel
in a group.” He adds that now
everyone flies individually and lives COLUMBUS, Ohio — Owner
Maurice Siegel gambled $55,000 in
out of a drivers bag.
Agreeing with Bower, Haughton June just to enter his trotter Joie De
says, “Ned told me the same thing. Vie in two races. His gamble paid off
No, we don’t have such a good time. handsomely as Joie De Vie won the
$486,150 Yonkers Trot on June 11 and
It’s a go-go.”
In the early 1950’s, Bower was the $375,004 Dexter Cup on June 24
selected to train the Allwood Stable and earned honors as Harness Horse
after Tom Berry was dismissed. of the Month for June.
Berry had just won the Kentucky Siegel, of Palos Verdes Estates,
Futurity in 2:00 3/5 with Kimberly California, bred Joie De Vie, but did
Kid and Bower remembers, “ I was not make the payments to keep him
against it at first because of Tom.” eligible to the pair of rich trotting
But for Bower, it was an opportunity races. So he was required to pay a
for the youthful, talented trainer- $25,000 supplementary starting fee
driver to campaign a front-line at Yonkers and a $30,000 sup
stable. Winning his first race at the plemental fee in the Dexter Cup.
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MASS SIRES STAKES
THREE-YEAR-OLD FINAL
POST TIM E 7:20 P.M.
br f, 3, by Egyptian Ace—Happy Hostess by Silver Song
Donald V. Guidette, Wilbraham, Mass.
Driver-ANDREI GUIDETTE, 12 29-48-BROWN-GOLD

Purse 15,000
Trainer-A. Guidette
Foxi2:142 1983 2 2 0
1982 0 0 0

0 10,200
0

By JO E H A R T M A N N

Crane Hill Ilisa completed a walk-over mile in 2:13.4 with a total purse of $15,000
for the final Mass Sire Stakes trot at Foxboro recently.
FINAL
POST TIM E 7:30 P.M.

P A C E -1 M ILE

6

“It’s Better The Second
Time Around”

M INA'S GIRL
$ 1 7 ,6 9 5 -2 ,2 :0 9 4

5892 Y

b f, 3, by Lord Tar Heel—Buttonwood Nina by Romulus Hanover
Earl Gardner, Hanover, Mass.
Driver-MARCEL ROBILLARD, 3 -3 1-42-RED-BLUE-G0LD

Purse $40,000
Trainer-M. Robillard
Fox l2 :0 7 1 1983 3 2 0
Grnfld2:094 1982 9 6 3

0 11,120
0 17,695

Nina’s Girl teamed by Marcel Robillard was the winner of the three year old Mass
Sire Stakes pace-in a quick 2:02 for owner Earl Gardner.

MASS. SIRE STAKES

Northampton Fair Results-July 3rd

2 Yr. Old Trot
$2,522
Time: 2:21
1. Helen D’s Magic (Cadwallender — Pearlie H’s Magic)
J. DiStefano
2. Naida’s Angel 3. Crane Hill James 4. Ms. Turtle 5. Roman Legacy 6. Crane Hill John. Owners: John &Joseph DiStefano
2 Yr. Old Filly Pace
$2,194
Time: 2:17
1. Shadow’s Caper (American Shadow — Cape Pine Sachme)
B. Beckwith
2. Jumpsuit 3. Crane Hill Jamy 4. Mark’s Tar Lady 5. Flowing Ivy. Owner: Roger Plante
2 Yr. Old Filly Pace
$2,144
Time: 2:17.4
1. Dari’s Babe (Lebanon Glory — Darien’s Dream)
P. Constantino
2. Mine Your’s Ours 3. Roman Maude 4. Wynn’s Mable By. Owner: Dolores Campia
3 Yr. Old C &G Pace
$2,151
Time: 2:11
1. Sharp Lee Max (Maxie Hanover — Ding Ding)
D. Guidette
2. Last of Mick 3. Hockomock Speedy 4. Circle Ivan 5. LeGrande Rouge. Owners: A. Pineault &Kimberly Guidette
2 Yr. Old C &G Pace
$2,194
Time: 2:16.2
1. Sharp Lee Music (Maxie Hanover —Happy Harmony)
D. Guidette
2. Zimran 3. Richelieu Charter 4. Charming Billy 5. Whatrs Up Deb. Owners: A. Pineault &Kimberly Guidette
3 Yr. Old Trot
$2,144
Time: 2:29
1. Bay Ruby (Bonie Time Boy — Justley Heiress)
J. Elliott
2. Crane Hill Ilisa. Owner: Leda Drouin
2 Yr. C &G Pace
$2,244
Time: 2:11
1. Feature Star (Fancy Star — Slinky)
P. Blood
2. Catamount Do Dah 3. Bonnie Time Billy 4. M.B. Star 5. Davy’s General 6. Ben’s Shadow. Owner: Roger Slobody
3 Yr. Old Filly Pace
$2,151
Time: 2:12.2
1. Pauly’s Shadow (American Shadow— Miss Rose O)
B. Mattison
2. Rock Maple Jan Jan 3. D D’s Miracle 4. Sis Areba 5. Funny Face T C. Owners: J. Mavilia &D. Gulya
3 Yr. Old Filly Pace
$2,151
Time: 2:17
1. Crane Hill Italia (Egyptian Ace — Rock Candy Mt.)
V. Boyd
2. L.P. Pomp 3. Farbro Knoxet 4. Impella 5. Rock Maple DJ. Owner: Vance Boyd
Barbara E. Dolloff, Supervisor
Sires Stakes Program

Massachusetts Dept, of Food & Agriculture

100 Cambridge Street
Boston. MA 02202

The recent success of trainer Chet
Poole and his red-hot claiming
gelding Spirit Special is no surprise
to the veteran horseman. You see,
it’s the second time around for this
pair.
Chet originally bought the horse at
the Old Glory Sale at Yonkers in 1980
as a green, untested three-year-old.
The price $1,900. “What interested
me in the horse in the first place was
that he was a three-quarter brother
to Steady Brave,” Poole said
recently. “We took him up to Maine,
won the qualifier at Lewiston and he
won his maiden in 2:10 in his first
start. He raced good for two or three
months and set the three-year-old
record for geldings at Scarborough
Downs.”
At this point, Poole and owner
William A. Chase of Derry, N.H., let
Spirit Special take the fall and
winter off. They brought the gelding
to Foxboro in the spring and he won
his first start here. After racing the
horse with some success in the $12$15,000 area at Foxboro that sum
mer, the gelding was sold in New
York that fall for $15,000.
Obviously Spirit Special had
proved to be a good investment for
Poole and his owner. They had won
races and also got back $15,000 for
the gelding after investing less than
$2,000. But a year later, they got
back even more — they got back
Spirit Special.
“He had been racing in the New
York circuit (Yonkers-Roosevelt)
and they kept dropping him down in
class. I saw that he was going in a
$4,000 claimer at Monticello and we
went back and got him,” Poole said.
Bringing the gelding back to
Foxboro, Poole sent Spirit Special to
the races 10 times at the end of 1982,
winning three. It took some time to
retrain the horse to Poole’s liking.
Even in the early part of this season
things were not yet right.
But in Mid-March, Poole had
Spirit Special ready. And he has
been nearly invincible since. After a
fourth place finish on March 17,
Spirit Special ran off two straight
wins in the $5-$6,000 class; won two
more in the $7-$8,000 class, and on
April 23, won his fifth straight race
— a $10-$12,500 claimer.
After finishing third on April 30,
Poole decided the pacer needed a
rest. He did not come back strong in
his first outing May 14, with a fifth
place finish, but was back on track
on May 21 with another victory. He
upped his streak on May 28 with a
new lifetime mark of 2:00.3 in
winning his seventh in nine starts
and made the move to the more
competitive
$20,000
claiming
category on June 5.
•‘m ere are things about this horse
I know,” Poole said, “but if I were to
tell somebody, they might claim
him. Right now, he is going good.
And when a horse is going good, you
don’t mess with success. I train him
every two weeks and that is enough
to keep him ready.”
Driver Gary Kamal, who has
driven Spirit Special to the 10 wins,
said he enjoys driving the gelding.
“He can really leave well. But that
horse is Chet’s pet. He is the one that
will tell you everything you need to
know about Spirit Special.”
There isn’t much Chet has to tell.
Just look at the record.
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STALLION FOR SALE
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TRULUCK p, 2,1:57.2
Torpid-Monel-Tar Heel
Bay Horse 1967
A World Champion At 2. TRULUCK Earned $313,000 At 2 & 3 The sire of 15 faster than 2:00
and 75 better than 2:05; also the sire of the dams of 3 in 2:00 and 14 in 2:05.
TRULUCK’S foals have earned $3,753,769 through 1982
TRULUCK is modestly priced and is available only due to the sale of Castle Hill Farm, Goshen, New York.
For further information, call or write

i

DAVID JAMES
WOODSTOCK INTERNATIONAL. INC.
43 Sturgis Road
Introducing

P.O. Box 1018

Monticello, NY 12701

Tel. 914-796-2420

NEW! LEG WRAPS WITH POCKET

'Patent Pending

Can Also Be Used As Brace Bandages
'

‘p ra c tic a lly in d e stru c tib le ”

6 6

.

‘S ta r le g w ra p s w e r e u se d o n u n d e fe a te d tw o - y e a r - o ld tr o tte r o f th e y e a r , D a n c e r ’s C row n.

“ W e a re h a p p y to e n d o r se th is p r o d u c t... ”
S in c e r e ly , R o n a ld S. D a n c e r

STANLEY

DANCER

STABLES

N ew E g y p t , N e w J e r s e y 0 8 5 3 3

Make check payable to:

Star Leg Wraps
• Proper Length And Stretch
• Machine Wash And Dry
• Velcro Closures

• Self Pocket For Easy Storage
• Quality Knitted Elastic Fabric
• Order Direct And Save

Star Specialty Knitting Co.
Box 66 Franklin, N.H. 03235

Please check if you do not want pocket —
1— ----------------------

i—

Red

Blue

Green

Total Sets

Tel. 603-934-6551

Total Price
«

*

v

“ S e r v in g s p e c ia l n e e d s o f h o r s e m e n . 99
Please Enclose Check Total Delivered Price: $ 9 .7 5 Set
(Order direct from manufacturer and save)
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SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
MAINE BREEDERS SALE
Proudly Announces

Maine Breeders Weekend Extravaganza
September 10,1983

Mixed Sale - Maine Eligibles Featured
Maine - Sired 2 Yr. Old Championship Race
Maine - Sired 3 Yr. Old Championship Race
Standardbred Stallion Parade
Breeders Awards For Champions
Breeders Banquet - Clubhouse
“COME AND ENJOY”

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
“Maine’s Showplace Of Harness Racing”

For Reservations:
For Consignment Forms:
Scarborough Downs 207-883-4331 Maine Breeders Assoc. 207-926-4341

